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Abstract - Activity Recognition plays a major role in many applications particularly in day to day life, healthcare services. Medical diagnosis, users daily routine monitoring, abnormal case detection seeks more attention.

This paper puts forward the approach of using accelerometer sensor embedded in a smartphone which is very much available. The raw input used here is a signal with publically available accelerometer dataset. Time domain and frequency domain feature of the signal are selected here. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) used here reduce the dimensionality of features. Among many features, PCA extract most significant features which classify activities of humans. In order to get the accurate result a comparison is performed between original raw data and PCA features. Machine learning approach is provided where the Classifiers compare the time and frequency domain features. The finally obtained result shows high accuracy in frequency domain features and high recognition rate in PCA based features. Comparison technique is highly emphasized here which provides the best results of activity and recognize with high precision.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Activity Recognition plays a major role in healthcare services and now a days studied as a part to reduce the cost and workload of officials. It mainly focuses on healthcare services especially on mental health of people, physical illness etc, and it is now considered as a primary indicator to determine their quality of life. Activity recognition is regarded as a challenging task due to the fact that each activity has their unique characteristics. It can be associated with many applications. The applications include falling detection, abnormality detection prediction of human behaviour. Activity recognition using mobile-based devices have shown to generate high quality results in a real-world setting. Due to ability of sensors in accelerometers the activity recognition shows a good potential which consumes low power and enables continuous sensing over a day. These sensors are usually embedded in various types of smartphones or it can also be strapped to human body using strip or belts. The computing capabilities of smartphones have increased in recent years and allows the function to be extended to other applications such as capturing human body movement rather than supporting only voice communications. The accelerometer sensor data in a mobile phone device helps to analyse and interrupt that user is performing activities with loads of new technologies activity recognition use to monitor human daily activities and identify anything that is unusual changes in daily life of humans accelerometer sensor easily and publicly available but the use of a single sensor is not sufficient so more number of sensors need to accommodate may be an abstraction in movement as well as it is not too much of sensors caused really high. Due this problem researches are focusing to apply activity recognition approaches using only one accelerometer sensor to collect the body movement signal. There are also problem associated with the activity recognition approaches they include data processing features extraction methods and high performance classification support techniques if the features are not properly selected it may degrade the activity recognition accuracy and decreases computational efficiency. Some studies applied feature extraction methods to select most significant features which classifies human activities. the dimensionality reduction process also applies to reduce the dimensionality of raw data and transform original feature to lower dimension high accuracy with in short time and real time data are several requirements of such process. This paper presents the approach to recognize activities of day to day life using publicly available accelerometer sensor data set. The issues such as signal processing feature selection dimensionality reduction and classification are also highlighted here. Some comparison process perform using machine learning classifiers which are decision tree[DT], Support vector machine [SVM], and Multi layer perceptron neural network[MLP-NN].

2. RELATED WORK

Various activity recognition approaches are proposed in different research , studies. Most of these studies composed of two categories. First categories involves the use of probabilistic model to infer the types of activities.

These method uses statistical modelling to represent the activity model structure and train the data based on large scale dataset. Hidden Markov Models (HMM), Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN), Hierarchical Clustering and Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes (POMDP). For example in a study the activity recognition is performed using Hidden Markov Model, the features are extracted from
video, camera, sensors, were genetic algorithm and Best First Search are used to select the best features that may describe the activities to be recognized. Its results shows that HMM is able to classify human activities. With feature extraction from GA with accuracy 75%. This gives an efficient way of representing activity models with probabilistic values. There are also disadvantages of these tools is that it is difficult to adapt the models in different environment due to incompleteness of training models.

The next category use classification techniques that maps input of sensory data to decide output. It use machine learning approach and techniques to extract the patterns of activities from the observed data. Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Trees (DT) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) these are examples of classification techniques. All these methods perform a comparison process which extract the decide data with maximum accuracy and precision. The advantage of these method is handling noisy uncertain and incomplete data set. Decision Tree is used to compare the performance of these models and found that it has highest accuracy. The use of threshold based classifier is also another approach for activity recognition. It uses predefined threshold values. The activities which are generally considered are standing, sitting, walking, jumping, lying and other activities are also focused. The limit of the approach is that user needs to find the suitable threshold values as it is very sensitive to the defined activities. The fuzzy logic reasoning is also used to identify human activities. If the activities are defined in membership functions this method is sufficient. Also this only works when the fuzzy rules are clearly defined.

This paper mainly focused to analyze the activities of humans daily living based on classification techniques. Several issues are addressed in classifying the model such as feature extraction and dimensionality reduction. The comparison process is mainly highlighted so that it is performed on machine learning classifiers to find which type of features classify human activities effectively.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM METHODOLOGY

Methodology involves performing activity recognition from accelerometer sensor data embedded in a smartphone. This is divided into two sub part each part describes how data is collected and the different steps in data preprocessing method.

A. Data Collection

Publically available dataset is used here. Dataset composed of sensory data from tri axial accelerometer and a gyroscope. Because of the advantage of using multiple sensors in identifying human activities here we use only a single sensor. The accelerometer which is available in our smartphone is sufficient to determine the activity of a human. The given dataset is composed of 9 types of ADL and 4 types of false. Each signal is stored in time, acceleration values in x, y and z axis as well as labels of activity. The mean sampling rate for the signal is 87 Hz and the range of acceleration value is between 20 to -20. Here 6 activities are taken standing (STD), sitting (SIT), lying (LYI), stairs up (STU), stairs down (STN) and walking (WAL). These activities are selected as they represent the common body movements in day to day life of human. For example when we observe the activities of jumping and walking we can see different colours of graphical data is varying in x, y and z axis. This lines represents the acceleration values. After this preprocessing is applied to raw signal to generate several features.

B. Data Preprocessing

Data processing is one among the most important steps in classification technique. It consist of signal segmentation, feature selection, feature extraction and dimensionality reduction process. The following figure represents the steps in data preprocessing.
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The raw data is ingested primarily then signal segmentation is performed. It is used to divide sensor signals into small time window segments in which the feature can be easily extracted in each segment. Then happens the feature selection process which allows several signal characteristics from raw sensor in data to be extracted. Here time domain and frequency domain features are widely used for the calculation of each feature. Examples of features in time domain include min, max, mean average, standard deviation, signal magnitude area(SMA) and signal vector magnitude (SVM), it's max calculated using dry axial accelerometer which consists of three axis x, y, z respectively. SVM calculated where xi is the ith sample of x axises, yi is the ith sample of y axises, zi is the ith sample of z axises accelerometer signals.

In total 60 dimensional feature vector is generated at each time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Features</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time domain</td>
<td>Min, max, standard deviation, signal magnitude area, signal vector magnitude, tilt angle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The next step which is normality test is to determine whether the acquired features can be fitted in normal distribution pattern. Here determines whether it use parametric or non-parametric classification tools. There are three common test that are usually performed; Shapiro-Wilk (SW), Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) and Aanderson Drall AD(AD). This test are used to calculate the probability values (p values), and significance level for this test is 0.05. If p values are less than 0.05 null hypothesis is rejected.

Null hypothesis, H0; data is in normal distribution
Alternate hypothesis, H1; data is not normal.

It is considered as one of the popular approaches which reduce the dimensionality of data by converting original features into uncorrelated features. The new features are called principal compents where this are arrange accordingly to the variances and components which contribute to lowest variances are omitted. The different steps of PCA are follows;
1. Normalization of data by subtracting value
2. Co-variance matrix calculations
3. Aigen vectors and Eigenvalues calculation
4. Formation of feature vector by choosing the components.
5. New data set is derived

IV. APPLICATIONS

1. HOSPITALS

The major challenge in developing ambient intelligence environment is developing context recognition. Some systems easily recognize contextual variables such as location, but activity recognition is much more complex. Most of the complicated cases like physical deformalities, abnormality cases, look altering of elderly are the complex problems facing in hospitals now a days so activity recognition tries to improve the recognizing capability of human activities. Some of the studies describe an approach activity Working environment. It hidden Marko mode mostly used to classify the human behavior of data. The results indicated that hidden Markov model can correctly estimated user activity 92.6% of time and cam performs neural networks and even human observes near with work practices.

2. HOME SECURITY

We can detect possible threats and take appropriate action by monitoring activity based anamalies. Smart homes have long held the promise making our environments secure which become more productive. Individual spend the majority of their time in their home and workplace and filled that this place are their sanctuaries so in order to preserve
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of features</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>KS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMA</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
<td>P-value&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table it can be seen that some features are taken from the time and frequency domain have probability values less than 0.05. As a result the null hypothesis can be rejected and it can be concluded that acquired features are not fitted in normal distribution with full confidence. So here non parametric tools can be choosen for the classification process. The result of dimensionality reduction process using PCA will be a three dimensional plot which is used to calculate the most important principle component values. This all contain useful informations and clearly shows each activity is successfully clustered into their own groups. Next the result of comparison process is obtained. It is calculated in terms of precision, recall f - score and accuracy. The
original features are extracted from raw data and PCA based features are also calculated. Time domain and frequency domain features are also compared.

The results obtained from the comparison of classification performance between original features and feature after dimensionality reduction shows that out of 3600 samples. Each activity contain 600 samples of data. It can be observed that calculated rate are higher than 90%, MLPNN gives the best results compared to all other classifiers.

On the other hand it can be seen as SVM gives relatively worst results with an accuracy of 91%

Here we can see that the total average accuracy is increased by 4%. When dimensionality reduction using PCA is applied to the original features. So we can say that PCA has reduced the data dimensionality and only the highest variances is explained (PC1, PC2 & PC3) are chosen as the data set for classification process.

The comparison of classifiers between features are divided into time domain and frequency domain. Frequency domain features shows higher total average accuracy compared to time domain features. Based on the result it can be concluded that frequency domain features give more meaningful data representation when it is compared to time domain features. The reason for this is frequency domain uses discrete Fourier transform to transform the features in the time domain. This gives better characteristics of the signal and help to categorize well different human activities. The machine learning classifiers such as MLP-NN shows the example of confusion matrix. Its input is based on data after dimensionality reduction process. It has 6 classes of activities standing, sitting, lying, stairs up, stairs down, walking. From that table it can be seen that the activities are accurately recognized with 100% accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confusion matrix</th>
<th>STD</th>
<th>ST</th>
<th>LYI</th>
<th>STU</th>
<th>STN</th>
<th>WAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STD 186</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LYI 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STU 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STN 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAL 0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presents the approach of recognizing the activities of daily living based on commonly available accelerometer sensor dataset. This data set is usually uses an accelerometer sensor which is embedded in smartphone. A number of feature from time domain and frequency domain are extracted from the raw accelerometer signal. Principal component Analysis is performed on the original features which distinguish low and high variances. This due to the dimensionality of data. This approaches evaluated by comparing the precision, recall, F-score and accuracy of four different types of machine learning classifiers. The normality test results proven that data is not in normal distribution therefore non-parametric classification tools are used to classify the activities. PCA based features gives the constrable improvement which improve the recognition rate rather than using original features. Features that are selected from frequency domain shows higher accuracy rather than time domain features. The use of multiple sensors is not practical and make as many difficulties. The problem of movement is major difficulty and is not applicable for long term wearing. So the paper uses only one accelerometer sensor which performs significantly better. Many types of security cameras application are used now a days to detect the activity recognition but it is not possible whole times. If regular monitoring is not happened, this purposes may be failed. So activity recognition using accelerometer sensor embedded in a smartphone which is commonly available is used which is very much effective recognizing human activities and the data and results will be precise the correct when machine learning classifiers applied.
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